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I think so - haven't had much of a chance to get to my email today - so catching up tonight.
We are in the process of drafting a comm plan - Orth is finishing it up tonight and we'll have it in the
morning. Includes key messages and Q & As. The plan is to coordinate it through the EDO's office and
provide to OCA in support of a potential congressional staff breiefing later in the morning on Friday. We
had a strategy meeting earlier today to discuss what we knew, what we needed, and who we needed to
communicate with. Steve Orth is the lead for the effort. We also plugged in the NRR HP folks.
We issued a PN this afternoon. You should have gotten a copy. I'll forward it just in case via separate
email.
The latest info from this afternoon - 3 wells at residences north west of site were sampled and were
essentially background. Two pond samples in a vacant lot north of the site (ust outside the OCA
boundary) measured in the 2400 pCi range. Additional wells are being drilled around the pond (11) as well
as wells at one of the previous release points (5) and in the OCA (2). Results will not be available until
Saturday. I updated Jim/Geoff and the EDO's office about 5:00 p.m. this afternoon. We have asked the
licensee not to dispose of the samples• already taken so. we can do independent measurements. In
addition, for those that we can, we will collect split samples for independent analysis. DNMS is providing
support for this.

I'll update you in the morning - just give me a call.

I
Anne T. Boland, Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Safety
NRC.Region Ill
630-829-9701
>>> Cynthia Pederson 12/01/2005 5:22:10 PM >>>
I tried to call but missed you. Do we have control of this?
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